Record 1 of 326
TITLE        A Q zheng zhuan [videorecording] = The true story of Ah Q.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 00125.

Record 2 of 326
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 02165.
PUBLISHER    [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Nanhai (Meiguo) you xian gong si, [1991]

Record 3 of 326
TITLE        Ai zai cao yuan de tian kong 愛在草原的天空 [videorecording] = A Mongolian tale / Huan Ya dian ying you xian gong si, Beijing qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Zhang Chengzhi ; dao yan Xie Fei.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 05295.
PUBLISHER    New York, N.Y. : New Yorker Video, [1998]

Record 4 of 326
TITLE        Ai zi bing huan zhe 艾滋病患者 [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Liu Yibing, Huang Dan ; dao yan, Xu Tongjun.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04404.
PUBLISHER    [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [c1991]

Record 5 of 326
Record 10 of 326
TITLE   Beijing ni zao 北京你早 [videorecording] = Budding desires (Good morning, Beijing) / Beijing dian ying xue yuan Qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04256.
PUBLISHER  [Beijing : Zhongguo dian ying shu chu shu ru gong si fa xing] ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 11 of 326
TITLE   Ben ming nian 本命年 [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Liu Heng ; dao yan Xie Fei.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04284.
PUBLISHER  [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanjji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 12 of 326
TITLE   Bian cheng 邊城 [videorecording] = Border town / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 01056.
PUBLISHER  [Hong Kong : Solid Video : China Video Movies ; 198-?]

Record 13 of 326
TITLE   Bian lian 變臉  [videorecording] = The King of masks / dao yen, zhi pian Wu Tianming ; bian ju Wei Minglun ; Shao shi xiong di (Xianggang) you xian gong si, Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi ; [presented by] Samuel Goldwyn Films.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04465.
PUBLISHER  [Culver City, Calif.] : Columbia TriStar Home Video, [c2000]

Record 14 of 326
TITLE   Bian lian 變臉 [videorecording] = The King of masks / dao yen, zhi pian Wu Tianming ; bian ju Wei Minglun ; Shao shi xiong di (Xianggang) you xian gong si, Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing
nian dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00663.
PUBLISHER [Xi'an] : Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang lu yin lu xiang chu ban she : Xi'an mei ya ying shi wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si fa xing, [2000]

Record 15 of 326
UNIF.TITLE Bian zou bian chang 边走边唱 .
TITLE Life on a string [videorecording] / Don Ranvaud presents a Serene production with Pandora Film, Beijing Film Studio, and China Film Co-production Corporation in association with Film Four International ... [et al.] ; screenplay and directed by Chen Kaige.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00845.

Record 16 of 326
TITLE Bing fei yi ge ren de gu shi 并非一个人的故事 [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Zhao Danian ; dao yan Zhang Fengxiang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00833.

Record 17 of 326
TITLE Bing shan shang de lai ke 冰山上的来客 [videorecording] / Changchun dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Bai Xin ; dao yan, Zhao Xinshui.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04383.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [199-?]

Record 18 of 326
TITLE Bu jian bu san 不見不散 [videorecording] = Be there or be square / Beijing zi jin cheng ying ye gong si, Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi ; bian ju Gu Xiaoyang, Feng Xiaogang ; dao yan Feng Xiaogang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00706.
PUBLISHER [Beijing] : Beijing dian shi yi shu zhong xin yin xiang chu ban
Record 19 of 326
TITLE Cao mang ying xiong 草莽英雄 [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Zhao Erhuan, Xie Hong, Li Tianxiong ; dao yan, Liu Zinong.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 02173.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; San Francisco, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [c1986]

Record 20 of 326
TITLE Ce huang qi 测谎器 [videorecording] = Lie detector / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04269.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 21 of 326
TITLE Cha guan 茶館 [videorecording] = Teahouse / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Lao She ; dao yan, Xie Tian.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04283.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 22 of 326
TITLE Chengjisihan 成吉思汗 [videorecording] / Nei Menggu dian ying zhi pian chang, Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi ; bina ju, Chaoketunaren ... [et al.] ; dao yan, Zhan Xiangchi.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00662.

Record 23 of 326
TITLE Chong chu Yamaxun 冲出亚马逊 [videorecording] = Charging out Amazon /
Zhongguo ren min jie fang jun Ba yi dian ying zhi pian chang,
dian ying pin dao jie mu zhong xin lian he she zhi ; bian ju
Zhao Junfang, Wang Gehong ; dao yan Song Yeming.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00836.
PUBLISHER [Beijing] : Zhongguo san huan yin xiang she, [2004]

Record 24 of 326
TITLE Chuan jia nü 船家女 [videorecording] / Ming xing ying pian gong si she zhi ; bian ju, dao yan Shen Xiling.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00630.

Record 25 of 326
TITLE Chun can 春蠶 [videorecording] / Ming xing ying pian gong si she zhi ; yuan zhu Mao Dun ; bian ju Cai Shusheng ; dao yan Cheng Bugao.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00649.

Record 26 of 326
TITLE Chuntao 春桃 [videorecording] = Chun Tao : a woman for two / Hua wen ying pian gong si ; Nanhai ying ye gong si, Liaoning dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi ; dao yan Ling Zifeng ; bian ju Han Lanfang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04234.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [1996?]

Record 27 of 326
TITLE Ci mu qu 慈母曲 [videorecording] / Lian hua chu pin ; jian zhi, dao yan, Luo Mingyou ; bian dao, Zhu Shilin.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00628.
Record 28 of 326

TITLE        Cuo wei 錯位 [videorecording] = Dislocation / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Huang Xin, Zhang Min ; dao yan, Huang Jianxin.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01957.
PUBLISHER    [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [1988, c1987]

Record 29 of 326

CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04408.
PUBLISHER    [Los Angeles, Calif. : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si] ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [c1991]

Record 30 of 326

TITLE        Da hong deng long gao gao gua 大紅燈籠高高掛 [videorecording] / Nian dai guo ji (Xianggang) you xian gong si ; Zhongguo dian ying he zuo zhi pian gong si ; bian ju Ni Zhen ; dao yan Zhang Yimou.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00702.
PUBLISHER    [Shenzhen] : Shenzhen yin xiang gong si, [2001]

Record 31 of 326

TITLE        Da hong deng long gao gao gua 大紅燈籠高高掛 [videorecording] = Raise the red lantern / Nian dai guo ji (Xianggang) you xian gong si ; Zhongguo dian ying he zuo zhi pian gong si xie zhu zhi zuo ; dao yan, Zhang Yimou ; [screenplay by Ni Zhen]
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 02479.
PUBLISHER    New York, N.Y. : Orion Home Video, [c1992]

Record 32 of 326

TITLE        Da hong deng long gao gao gua 大紅燈籠高高掛 [videorecording] = Raise the red
lantern / Nian dai guo ji (Xianggang) you xian gong si ;
Zhongguo dian ying he zuo zhi pian gong si xie zhu zhi zuo ;
bian ju, Ni Zhen ; dao yan, Zhang Yimou.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01720.
PUBLISHER Xianggang : Nian dai guo ji(xiang gang) you xian gong si : Distributed by Era , c1991.

Record 33 of 326
TITLE Da hong mi dian 大鸿米店 [videorecording] = Rice / Zhongguo dian ying ji tuan gong si di 1 zhi pian fen gong si, Quanzhou xin fei da xin xi ji shu you xian gong si lian he she zhi ; bian ju Shi Ling ; dao yan Huang Jianzhong.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00515 PAL.
PUBLISHER [Beijing] : Beijing dong fang yin yin gong si chu ban : Hua ren chuan mei fa zhan you xian gong si fa xing, [2003]

Record 34 of 326
TITLE Da qiao xia mian 大桥下面 [videorecording] = Under the bridge / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04274.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [1996?]  

Record 35 of 326
TITLE Da sa ba 大撒把 [videorecording] = After separation / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Feng Xiaogang, Zheng Xiaolong ; dao yan Xia Gang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04237.
PUBLISHER Los Angeles, Calif. : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si [distributor], [1995?]

Record 36 of 326
TITLE Da wan 大腕 [videorecording] = Big shot's funeral / Zhongguo dian ying ji tuan gong si, Hua yi xiong di tai he ying shi tou zi you xian gong si, Gelunbiya dian ying zhi zuo (Ya Zhou) you xian gong si chu pin ; Zhongguo dian ying he zuo zhi pian gong si xie zhu pai she ; chu pin ren, Yang Buting, Wang Zhongjun ;
Record 40 of 326
TITLE Da yue bing 大阅兵 [videorecording] = Big military parade / Guangxi dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Gao Lili ; dao yan, Chen Kaige.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01948.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si, [1988]

Record 41 of 326
TITLE Dai hao "Mei Zhou bao"代号 "美洲豹" [videorecording] / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang she zhi ; bian ju Cheng Shiqing ; dao yan Zhang Yimou, Yang Fengliang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01095.
PUBLISHER [Tokyo] : Uplink, [2005?]

Record 42 of 326
TITLE Dao ma zei 盜馬賊 [videorecording] = Horse thief / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang ; dao yan, Tian Zhuangzhuang ; bian ju, Zhang Rui.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04398.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [c1987]

Record 43 of 326
TITLE Dao ma zei 盜馬賊 [videorecording] = The horse thief / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Zhang Rui ; dao yan Tian Zhuangzhuang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00664.

Record 44 of 326
TITLE Dong fang hong 東方紅 [videorecording]
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01207.
PUBLISHER [S.I.] : China Film Export & Import Corp. ; Redwood City, Calif. : China Video Movies Distributing Co., [1990?]
Record 45 of 326
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01970.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [c1991]

Record 46 of 326
TITLE Dou kou nian hua 豆蔻年华 [videorecording] / Zhongguo er tong dian ying zhi pian chang, Nanjing dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Xu Geng, Cheng Wei ; dao yan, Qiu Zhongyi, Xu Geng.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04459.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif. : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si] ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [c1991]

Record 47 of 326
TITLE Du shen nü ren 独身女人 [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04280.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 48 of 326
TITLE Du Shiniang [videorecording] = Beautiful courtesan.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 00131.

Record 49 of 326
TITLE Duo meng shi jie 多梦时节 [videorecording] / Zhongguo er tong dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Shi Tiesheng, Lin Hongtong ; dao yan, Lin Hongtong, Ge Xiaoying.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04405.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [c1991]
Record 50 of 326

**TITLE**  Ermo [videorecording] / Ocean Film Company Ltd. ; screenwriter, Lan Yun ; director, Zhou Xiaowen ; presented by Chan Kun Ming Tam Jimmy ; produced by Jimmy Tan, Li Ran.

**CALL NUMBER**  VIDEOTAPE 05955.

**PUBLISHER**  Los Angeles, CA : Evergreen Entertainment, 1996.

Record 51 of 326

**TITLE**  Fa guan ma ma 法官媽媽 [videorecording] = Judge mama / Beijing zi jin cheng ying ye gong si ; bian ju, Wang Xingdong ; dao yan, Mu Deyuan.

**CALL NUMBER**  VIDEO DVD 00502.

**PUBLISHER**  [Beijing] : Beijing dian shi yi shu zhong xin yin xiang chu ban she ; [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou huan ya yin xiang zhi zuo fa xing you xian gong si, [2001]

Record 52 of 326

**TITLE**  February [videorecording] / Beijing Film Studio ; scenario and direction, Xie Tieli ; production, Du Zi, Ma Shooli.

**CALL NUMBER**  VIDEOTAPE 00313.


Record 53 of 326

**TITLE**  Fei fa chi qiang zhe 非法持枪者 [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Xiong Yu, Luo Xing ; dao yan Zhang Xihe.

**CALL NUMBER**  VIDEO DVD 00736.

**PUBLISHER**  [Beijing] : Zhongguo kang yi yin xiang chu ban she, [1996]

Record 54 of 326


**CALL NUMBER**  VIDEO DVD 00602.

**PUBLISHER**  [Jinan] : Qi Lu yin xiang chu ban she ; [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou qiao jia ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si zhi zuo zong jing xiao, [2001]
Record 55 of 326
TITLE Feng huang qin 鳳凰琴 [videorecording] = Country teachers / Tianjin dian ying zhi pian chang, Xiaoxiang dian ying zhi pian chang ; dao yan, He Qun.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04271.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199u]

Record 56 of 326
TITLE Feng huang qin 鳳凰琴 [videorecording] = Country teachers / bian ju Ju Sheng, Liu Xinglong, Bu Yangui ; dao yan He Qun ; Tianjin dian ying zhi pian chang, Xiao xiang dian ying zhi pian chang lian he chu pin.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00613.

Record 57 of 326
TITLE Feng yue 風月 [videorecording] = Temptress moon / Tangchen (Xianggang) dian ying you xian gong si chu pin ; Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang xie zhu pai she ; yuan chuang gu shi, Chen Kaige, Wang Anyi ; bian ju, Shu Qi ; dao yan, Chen Kaige.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00375.
PUBLISHER Burbank, Calif. : Miramax Home Entertainment : Distributed by Buena Vista Home Entertainment, [2002]

Record 58 of 326
TITLE Flowers of Shanghai [videorecording] / Winstar Cinema release, Shochiku Co., Ltd. presents a 3H Film Productions of a film by Hou Hsiao-Hsien ; producers, Yang Teng-Kuei, Shozo Ichiyama ; screenplay writer, Chu Tien-Wen ; director, Hou Hsiao-Hsien.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00215.
PUBLISHER New York, NY : Fox Lorber Films ; distributed by Winstar Home
Set in late nineteenth-century Shanghai and takes place in an elegant brothel. With its own highly ritualized codes of behavior, the lives of the "Flower girls" depend on their ability to win, and then keep, the affections of their wealthy callers.
Record 63 of 326
TITLE Gu shu yi ren 鼓书艺人 [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, dao yan Tian Zhuangzhuang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00517.
PUBLISHER [Tianjin Shi] : Tianjin Shi wen hua yi shu xiang chu ban she, [2001]

Record 64 of 326
TITLE Gu shu yi ren 鼓书艺人[videorecording] = The street players / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, dao yan, Tian Zhuangzhuang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01964.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [c1991]

Record 65 of 326
TITLE Gua fu cun 寡婦村 [videorecording] / Zhujiang dian ying zhi pian gong si ; jian zhi, Sun Changcheng, Fu Qi ; bian ju, Chen Lizhou, Wang Yan ; dao yan, Wang Jin.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00040.
PUBLISHER [Beijing] : Beijing Dong fang ying yin gong si ; [Guangzhou] : Guangdong Dong Ya yin xiang zhi zuo you xian gong si, [1996?]

Record 66 of 326
TITLE Guai quan 怪圈 [videorecording] = Strange circle / Changchun dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Fu Yannan ; dao yan, Sun Sha.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01944.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Bei Mei di qu jing xiao chu Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [1988]

Record 67 of 326
TITLE Guo feng 國風 [videorecording] / Lian hua ying ye gong si chu pin ; jian zhi, bian ju, Luo Mingyou ; lian he dao yan, Luo Mingyou,
ji tuan gong si di 4 zhi pian fen gong si ... [et al.] lian he she zhi ; bian ju Chen Kaige, Xue Xiaolu ; dao yan Chen Kaige.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00605.

Record 73 of 326
TITLE He ni zai yi qi 和你在一起 [videorecording] = Together / Zhongguo dian ying ji tuan gong si di 4 zhi pian fen gong si ... [et al.] lian he she zhi ; bian ju, Chen Kaige, Xue Xiaolu ; dao yan, Chen Kaige.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00849.

Record 74 of 326
TITLE He shang 河殇 [videorecording]
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01206.
PUBLISHER [Beijing] : Zhong yang dian shi tai [production company] :

Record 75 of 326
TITLE Hei bao 黑豹 [videorecording] / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Gu Bai ; dao yan, Jiang Haiyang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04407.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [c1991]

Record 76 of 326
TITLE Hei pao shi jian 黑砲事件 [videorecording] = Black cannon incident / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang ; gai bian, Li Wei ; dao yan, Huang Jianxin.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04394.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai yu hsien kung ssu, [198-]

Record 77 of 326
TITLE Hei shan lu 黑山路 [videorecording] / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04262.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si [distributor], [199-?]

Record 78 of 326
TITLE Hong fen 红粉 [videorecording] / Da yang ying ye you xian gong si ; Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang she zhi ; bian ju, Ni Zhen, Li Shaohong ; dao yan, Li Shaohong.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00338 PAL.
PUBLISHER [Shenzhen] : Shenzhen yin xiang gong si ; [Guangdong] : Guangdong fei le ying shi zhi pin you xian gong si zong jing xiao, [1997]

Record 79 of 326
TITLE Hong gao liang 红高粱 [videorecording] = Red sorghum / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang; dao yan, Zhang Yimou ; bian ju, Chen Jianyu, Zhu Wei, Mo Yan.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 02480.
PUBLISHER New York, N.Y. : New Yorker Films, [c1991]

Record 80 of 326
TITLE Hong gao liang 红高粱 [videorecording] = Red sorghum / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang she zhi ; bian ju, Chen Jianyu, Zhu Wei, Mo Yan ; dao yan, Zhang Yimou.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00712.
PUBLISHER [Shenzhen] : Shenzhen ji guang jie mu chu ban fa xing gong si, [1994]

Record 81 of 326
TITLE Hong he gu 红河谷 [videorecording] / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang she zhi ; bian ju, dao yan, Feng Xiaoning.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00496.
PUBLISHER Shanghai : Shanghai lu xiang gong si : Shanghai xin wen hua ying yin zhi pin fa xing you xian gong si jing xiao, [1998]

Record 82 of 326
TITLE Hong he gu 红河谷 [videorecording] = Red River Valley / Shanghai dian
ying zhi pian chang she zhi ; bian ju, dao yan Feng Xiaoning.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00561.

Record 83 of 326
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04260.
PUBLISHER [Beijing] : China Film Export & Import Corp. ; Palo Alto, Calif. : Zhongguo lu xiang dian ying fa xing gong si [distributor], [c1961]

Record 84 of 326
TITLE Hong mei gui bai mei 紅玫瑰白玫瑰 [videorecording] = Red rose white rose / Jin yun dian ying you xian gong si she zhi ; jian zhi Huang Hai, Wu Wugong ; bian ju Lin Yihua ; dao yan Guan Jinpeng.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00282.
PUBLISHER [Xianggang] : Run cheng yu le fa xing you xian gong si, [2002?]

Record 85 of 326
TITLE Hong se niang zi jun 紅色娘子軍 [videorecording] / Shanghai tian ma dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04266.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 86 of 326
TITLE Hong xi fu 红西服 [videorecording] = Red suit / Jia he ; bian ju Guo Lingling ; dao yan Li Shaohong ; Beijing xin ying jia tou zi zi xun you xian gong si, Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00519.
PUBLISHER Xianggang : Huan yu lei she lu ying you xian gong si, [2000]

Record 87 of 326
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00316.
PUBLISHER [Jinan] : Qi Lu yin xiang chu ban she ; [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou qiao jia ren wen hua chu ban she, [2001?]

Record 88 of 326

TITLE Hong yi shao nü 红衣少女 [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian chang ; yuan zhu, Tie Ning ; bian ju, dao yan, Lu Xiaoya.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04403.
PUBLISHER [Beijing : Zhongguo dian ying shu chu shu ru gong si fa xing] ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [c1988]

Record 89 of 326

TITLE Hong ying tao 红樱桃 [videorecording] = Red cherry / Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang chu pin ; chu pin ren, Jin Jiwu ; yuan zuo, Jiang Qitao ; dao yan, Ye Ying.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04467.

Record 90 of 326

TITLE Hu shi ri ji 护士日记 [videorecording]
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 03748.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, CA : Nan Hai Co., Inc. U.S.A., [199-?]

Record 91 of 326

TITLE Hua ji, yu ji 花季・雨季 [videorecording] / jian zhi Xu Minqi ; bian ju Cong Rong ; dao yan Qi Jian ; Shenzhen ying ye gong si, Shenzhen Shi wei xuan chuan bu lian he she zhi.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00668.
PUBLISHER [Guangzhou] : Zhu ying bai tian e yin xiang chu ban she, [1999]

Record 92 of 326

TITLE Huang tu di 黄土地 [videorecording] / Guangxi dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01209.
Record 93 of 326
TITLE        Huang tu di 黄土地 [videorecording] / Guangxi dian ying zhi pian chang ;
             bian ju, Zhang Zilang ; dao yan, Chen Kaige ; zhi pian, Guo
             Keqi.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00314.
PUBLISHER    [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou yin xiang chu ban she : Guangzhou qiao
             jia ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si zhi zuo zong jing
             xiao, [1998?]

Record 94 of 326
TITLE        Huang tu di 黄土地 [videorecording] = Yellow earth / Guangxi dian ying
             zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Zhang Ziliang ; dao yan, Chen Kaige.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 01956.
PUBLISHER    [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian
             ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae,
             Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [1990]

Record 95 of 326
TITLE        Hun zai Beijing 混在北京 [videorecording] = The strangers in Beijing /
             Fujian dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Suo Fei ; dao yan He
             Qun.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00520.
PUBLISHER    [Beijing] : Beijing Dong fang ying yin gong si ; [Guangzhou] :
             Guangdong Dong Ya yin xiang zhi zuo you xian gong si, [1997]

Record 96 of 326
TITLE        Huo hu 火狐 [videorecording] / Xianggang Sen xin yu le fa zhan you
             xian gong si, Changchun dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Wang
             Chunbo, Wu Ziniu ; dao yan Wu Ziniu.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00614 PAL.
PUBLISHER    [S.l.] : Bandao yin xiang chu ban she ; [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou
             qiao jia ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si zong jing
             xiao, [2002]

Record 97 of 326
TITLE        In-laws [videorecording.]
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 00324.

Record 98 of 326
TITLE        Ji Hongchang 吉鸿昌 [videorecording] / Changchun dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Chen Lide ; dao yan Li Guanghui, Qi Xingjia.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04242.
PUBLISHER    Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si [distributor], [198-]

Record 99 of 326
TITLE        Jia [videorecording] = The family.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 00129.
Set between 1911 and 1920. Shows the beginnings of the revolution and overthrow of the feudal landlord system through the arranged marriages and ensuing tragedies of an upper-class family

Record 100 of 326
TITLE        Jia wu feng yun 甲午風雲 [videorecording] = The naval battle of 1894 / Changchun dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Xi Nong ; dao yan Lin Nong.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04257.
PUBLISHER    [Beijing] : China Film Export & Import Corp. ; Palo Alto, Calif. : Zhongguo lu xiang dian ying fa xing gong si [distributor], [1983?]

Record 101 of 326
TITLE        Jing 井 [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian chang ; yuan zhu Lu Wenfu ; bian ju Zhang Xian ; dao yan Li Yalin.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00831.

Record 102 of 326
TITLE        Jing du qiu xia 京都球侠 [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian
Record 103 of 326
TITLE Jing du qiu xia 京都球侠 [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian
chang ; bian ju, Cao Hongxiang, Li Xin ; dao yan, Xie Hong.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00669.
PUBLISHER [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou yin xiang chu ban she : Guangzhou qiao
jia ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si zong jing xiao,
[1998]

Record 104 of 326
TITLE Jing Ke ci Qin wang 荊軻刺秦王 [videorecording] / Zhongguo xing ji tuan ;
Shin Corporation & Le Studio Canal+ ; chu pin ren, Chen Kaige,
Gao Xiulan, Jingguan Xing ; bian ju, Chen Kaige, Wang Peigong ;
dao yan, Chen Kaige.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00276.
PUBLISHER [Xianggang] : Mei ya lei she ying die you xian gong si, [1999?]

Record 105 of 326
TITLE Jing Ke ci Qin wang 荊軻刺秦王 [videorecording] = The Emperor and the
assassin / Sony Pictures Classics, Shin Corporation & Le Studio
Canal+ present a Chen Kaige film ; bian ju, Chen Kaige, Wang
Peigong ; dao yan, Chen Kaige ; New Wave Co. (Japan), Zhongguo
Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00850.
PUBLISHER [United States] : Columbia TriStar DVD, [2002?]

Record 106 of 326
TITLE Jing tian da tao wang 驚天大逃亡 [videorecording] = Stowaway / Xing yi ying
hua you xian gong si chu pin ; Matianni dian ying you xian gong
si she zhi ; jian zhi, Sun Jing'an ; bian ju, Li Wenzhuo ; dao
yan, Huo Yaoliang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00273.
PUBLISHER [Xianggang]: Xian dai yin xiang (guo ji) you xian gong si [distributor], c2001.

Record 107 of 326
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00313.

PUBLISHER [Beijing]: Beijing bei yin lu yin lu xiang gong si ; [Guangzhou]: Guangzhou qiao jia ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si zong jing xiao, [1999?]

Record 108 of 326
TITLE Judou 菊豆 [videorecording] / Zhongguo dian ying he zuo zhi pian gong si ... [et al.] lian he she zhi ; bian ju, Liu Heng ; dao yan, Zhang Yimou, Yang Fengliang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01725.

PUBLISHER [Beijing]: Beijing Bei ying lu yin lu xiang gong si ; [Guangzhou]: Guangzhou qiao jia ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si zong jing xiao, [200-]

Record 109 of 326
TITLE Judou 菊豆 [videorecording] = Ju Dou / Miramax Films ; China Film Co-Production Corporation ; Tokuma Shoten Publishing Co.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01960.

PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.]: Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanjri) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Nanhai (Meiguo) you xian gong si, [1988]

Record 110 of 326
TITLE Jue xiang 绝响 [videorecording] = Swan song / Zhujiang dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, dao yan, Zhang Zeming.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01965.
Record 111 of 326
TITLE     Kai guo da dian 开国大典 [videorecording] / Changchun dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Zhang Tianmin ... [et al.] ; dao yan, Li Qiankuan, Xiao Guiyun.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00319.
PUBLISHER  [Beijing] : Beijing bei ying lu yin lu xiang gong si ;

Record 112 of 326
TITLE     Ke tu qiu hen 客途秋恨 [videorecording] = Song of the exile / Gao shi dian ying gong si, Zhong yang dian ying gong si.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 02482.

Record 113 of 326
TITLE     Kekexili 可可西里 [videorecording] / Hua yi xiong di tai he ying shi tou zi you xian gong si, Gelunbiya dian ying zhi zuo (Ya Zhou) you xian gong si chu pin ; dao yan, bian ju Lu Chuan.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01224.
PUBLISHER  [Shenzhen] : Ban dao yin xiang chu ban gong si ; [Guangzhou] : Guangdong fei shi ying yin you xian gong si fa xing, [2004]

Record 114 of 326
TITLE     Kong que 孔雀 [videorecording] = Peacock / Beijing bao li hua yi chuan mei wen hua you xian gong si chu pin ; bian ju Li Qiang ; dao yan Gu Changwei.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01223.
PUBLISHER  [Beijing] : Jiu zhou yin xiang chu ban gong si ; Guangzhou : Zhong kai wen hua fa xing, [2005]

Record 115 of 326
TITLE     Ku cang di lian qing 苦藏的恋情 [videorecording] = Love hurts / Fujian dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Wu Jianxin ; dao yan, Wu Jianxin, Nie Xinru.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01959.
PUBLISHER  [Los Angeles, Calif. : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian
Record 116 of 326

TITLE     Lan se ai qing 蓝色爱情 [videorecording] = A love of blueness / Zhongguo dian ying ji tuan gong si, Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang, Dian ying pin dao jie mu zhong xin lian he she zhi ; bian ju Si Wu, Dong Zhou ; dao yan Huo Jianqi.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00821 PAL.

PUBLISHER    [Tianjin] : Tianjin Shi wen hua yi shu yin xiang chu ban she, [2001]

After a police officer stops a suicidal girl from jumping off a bridge, the girl asks for his help to find a missing person, who turns out to be her biological father and a fugitive in hiding for over two decades

-- In Mandarin without subtitles

Record 117 of 326

TITLE     Lan Yu 蓝宇 [videorecording] / Ao mei guo ji guan li you xian gong si chu pin ; Yongning gong zuo shi she zhi ; dao yan Guan Jinpeng ; bian ju Wei Shao'en.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00511.

PUBLISHER    Xianggang : Huan yu lei she lu ying you xian gong si, [2001?]

Record 118 of 326

TITLE     Lao dian 老店 [videorecording] = Peking duck restaurant / Nanhai ying ye gong si, Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang, Tian ma ying ye gong si lian he chu pin.

CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04248.

PUBLISHER    Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si [distributor], [199-?]

Record 119 of 326

TITLE     Lao jing 老井 [videorecording] / Xi’an dian ying zhi bian chang ; bian ju Zheng Yi ; dao yan Wu Tianming.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01722.

PUBLISHER    [Tokyo] : Cinefil Imagica, [2004?]
Record 120 of 326
TITLE Lao jing 老井 [videorecording] = Old well / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01326.

Record 121 of 326
TITLE Lao niang tu 老娘土 [videorecording] / bian ju, dao yan Wang Jixing ;
Emei dian ying zhi pian chang she zhi.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04387.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si [distributor],
[199-]

Record 122 of 326
TITLE Lao ren yu gou 老人与狗 [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang ;
Xie Jinheng tong ying shi you xian gong si xie zhu pai she ; bian ju Li Zhun ; dao yan Xie Jin.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04263.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199-?]

Record 123 of 326
TITLE Lei yu 雷雨 [videorecording] / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04396.
PUBLISHER San Francisco, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 124 of 326
TITLE Lei yu 雷雨 [videorecording] = Thunderstorm / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang ;
yuan zhu Cao Yu ; gai bian, dao yan Sun Daolin.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00714.
PUBLISHER [Beijing] : Beijing Dong fang ying yin gong si ; [Guangzhou] :
Guangdong Dong Ya yin xiang zhi zuo you xian gong si, [1996]

Record 125 of 326
TITLE Li hun da zhan 离婚大战 [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang ;
bian ju, Ma Junxiang, Chen, Guoxing ; dao yan, Chen Guoxing.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04395.
PUBLISHER  [Beijing : Zhongguo dian ying chu shu ru gong si fa xing] ;
   Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian si, [199-]

Record 126 of 326
TITLE        Li hun 离婚  [videorecording] = Divorce / Beijing dian ying zhi pian
   chang ; bian ju, Li Chensheng, Wang Haowei ; dao yan, Wang
   Haowei.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04278.
PUBLISHER    [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou
   (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai
   you xian gong si [distributor], [199-]
A story about a bunch of civil servants in Peking in the 30's where the turmoils of family
   life occur during a time when Western thoughts have started to influence the old society
   --- In Mandarin dialogue with English subtitles

Record 127 of 326
TITLE        Li ren xing 麗人行  [videorecording] = Female fighters  /  [Kunlun ying ye
   gu fen you xian gong si] ; bian ju, Tian Han ; dao yan, Chen
   Liting.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 01947.
PUBLISHER    [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian
   ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si, [1988]

Record 128 of 326
TITLE        Li Shuangshuang 李雙雙  [videorecording] / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian
   chang
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 01320.
PUBLISHER    Palo Alto, CA : China Video Movies, [1987?]

Record 129 of 326
TITLE        Lian ai dao 戀愛之道  [videorecording] / Nan qun ying ye gong si chu
   pin ; bian dao, Ouyang Yuqian.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00653.
PUBLISHER    [Dalian] : Dalian yin xiang chu ban she ; [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou
   qiao jia ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si zhi zuo zong
   jing xiao, [2002]
Record 130 of 326
TITLE     Lie huo en yuan 烈火恩怨 [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 03750.
PUBLISHER  [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199-?]

Record 131 of 326
TITLE     Lie huo jin gang 烈火金钢 [videorecording] / Zhu Jiang dian ying zhi pian gong si ; bian ju, Jiang Hao ; dao yan, He Qun, Jiang Hao.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00500.
PUBLISHER  [Guangzhou] : Zhu ying bai tian e yin xiang chu ban she : Guangdong fei le ying shi zhi pin you xian gong si, [1997]

Record 132 of 326
TITLE     Life on a string [videorecording] / a Serene production with Pandora Film, Beijing Film Studio, China Film Co-production Corporation ; screenplay and directed by Chen Kaige.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 02481.

Record 133 of 326
TITLE     Lin ju 邻居 [videorecording] = Neighbours / Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04267.
PUBLISHER  Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 134 of 326
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01954.
PUBLISHER  Palo Alto, Calif. : Bei Mei du jia zong jing xiao Zhongguo lu xiang dian ying fa xing gong si, [1983]

Record 135 of 326

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00238.
PUBLISHER [Xianggang] : Yazhou ying dai chu ban she you xian gong si [distributor, 2001?]

Record 136 of 326

TITLE Liu Sanjie 刘三姐 [videorecording] = Third Sister Liu / Changchun dian ying zhi pian chang; bian ju, Qiao Yu; dao yan, Su Li.

CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01939.
PUBLISHER Palo Alto, Calif. : Bei Mei du jia zong jing xiao Zhongguo lu xiang dian ying fa xing gong si, [1983]

Record 137 of 326

TITLE Long nian jing guan 龍年警官 [videorecording] = Dragon year cops / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang.

CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04240.
PUBLISHER Los Angeles, Calif. : Zhongguo dian ying zhi pian chang; bian ju, Bi Bicheng; dao yan, Huang Zumo.

CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04391.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si [distributor], [1991]

Record 138 of 326

TITLE Lu Shan lian 庐山恋 [videorecording] = Romance on Lushan Mountain / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang; bian ju, Bi Bicheng; dao yan, Huang Zumo.

CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04391.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 139 of 326

TITLE Luotuo Xiangzi 骆驼祥子 [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang; dao yan, Ling Zifeng.

CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01341.
Record 140 of 326

TITLE: Mang jing 盲井 [videorecording] = Blind shaft / Li Yang, Sheng Tang
dian ying zhi zuo you you xian gong si zhi zuo, Qing tong shi
dai dian ying you xian gong si ; bian ju, dao yan Li Yang.

CALL NUMBER: VIDEO DVD 00774.

Record 141 of 326

TITLE: Mei li de da jiao 美丽的大脚 [videorecording] = Pretty big feet / Xi'an dian
ying zhi pian chang, Zhong shi chuan mei gu fen you xian gong
si, Xi ying gu fen you xian gong si lian he she zhi ; bian ju,
Li Wei ; dao yan, Yang Yazhou.

CALL NUMBER: VIDEO DVD 00493.

Record 142 of 326

TITLE: Mei li xin shi jie 美丽新世界 [videorecording] = A beautiful new world / 
Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang, Xi'an yi ma dian ying ji shu
you xian gong si lian he she zhi ; bian ju Liu Fendou, Wang Yao
 ; dao yan Shi Runjiu.

CALL NUMBER: VIDEO DVD 00609.
PUBLISHER: Beijing : Beijing dian shi yi shu zhong xin yin xiang chu ban she ; [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou qiao jia ren wen hua chuan bo you
xian gong si zhi zuo zong jing xiao, [2000]

Record 143 of 326

TITLE: Mei you hang biao de he liu 没有航標的河流 [videorecording] = On a river
without
navigation marks / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang.

CALL NUMBER: VIDEOTAPE 04259.
PUBLISHER: Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si
[distributor], [199-]

Record 144 of 326

TITLE: Meng ying tong nian 梦影童年 [videorecording] = Electric shadows / Beijing
da di shi dai wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si, Beijing kuai
le xin sheng wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si lian he she
zhi ; bian ju Xiaojiang, Cheng Qingsong ; dao yan Xiaojiang.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01930.
PUBLISHER New York : Asia Society : First Run Features, [2006]

Record 145 of 326
TITLE Ming mo yi hen 明末遺恨 [videorecording] / bian ju Wei Ruhui ; dao yan
Zhang Shankun.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00654.
PUBLISHER [Dalian] : Dalian yin xiang chu ban she ; [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou
qiao jia ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si zhi zuo zong
jing xiao, [2002]

Record 146 of 326
TITLE Mo sheng di peng you 陌生的朋友 [videorecording] = Strange friends / Beijing
Film Studio.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 00941.
PUBLISHER Palo Alto, Calif. : China Video Movies, [1983]

Record 147 of 326
TITLE Mu ma ren [videorecording] = The herdsman.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 00126.
Set in 1980, this film concerns a reunion between father and son. The father,
a Nanjing capitalist, fled to America on the eve of the Liberation, leaving
his wife and son behind. The son was sent to work as a herdsman,
later fulfilling his life-long dream of being a teacher. The father
arrives in Beijing and asks his son to move to America to take over his company.

Record 148 of 326
TITLE My memories of old Beijing [videorecording]
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 00944.

Record 149 of 326
TITLE Na shan, na ren, na gou 那山, 那人, 那狗 [videorecording] = The mountain, the
postmen, the dog / Xiao xiang dian ying zhi pian chang, Beijing
dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Si Wu ; dao yan Huo Jianqi.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00516.
PUBLISHER [Changsha] : Xiao xiang dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Si Wu ; dao yan Huo Jianqi.

Record 150 of 326

TITLE Nan xing gong min 男性公民 [videorecording] / Shenzhen dian shi tai she
zhi ; bian ju, Guo Baochang, Lu Kejian ; dao yan, Guo Baochang,
Li Xiaolong.

CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01940.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian
ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si, [1989, c1988]

Record 151 of 326

TITLE Ni guang [videorecording] = Backlight / Zhujiang dian ying zhi
pian chang ; bian ju Qin Peichun ; dao yan Ding Yinnan.

CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04955.
PUBLISHER [Beijing : Zhongguo dian ying shu chu shu ru gong si fa xing] ;
Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [c1988]

Record 152 of 326

TITLE Nie Er [videorecording] / Shanghai hai yan dian ying zhi pian
chang ; bian ju, Yu Ling, Meng Bo, Zheng Junli ; dao yan, Zheng
Junli.

CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04392.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 153 of 326

TITLE Niu peng [videorecording] = Chine, ma douleur = China, my
sorrow / Une co-production [de] Titane, Flach film, La sept. ;
one film de Dai Sijie.

CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 02483.
PUBLISHER Santa Monica, Calif. : Connoisseur Video, c1993.

Record 154 of 326
TITLE  Nü da xue sheng su she [videorecording] = College girls' dormitory / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Yu Shan, Liang Yanjing ; dao yan, Shi Shujun.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 01942.
PUBLISHER  [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanjii) you xian gong si, [1989, c1988]

Record 155 of 326
TITLE  Nü er lou [videorecording] = Army nurse / Zhongguo ren min jie fang jun ba yi dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Kang Liwen, Ding Xiaoqi ; dao yan, Hu Mei, Li Xiaojun.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 01941.
PUBLISHER  [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanjii) you xian gong si, [1988]

Record 156 of 326
TITLE  Nü huo fo [videorecording] = The female living Buddha / Beijing Film Studio.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 01031.

Record 157 of 326
TITLE  Nü lan wu hao [videorecording] : yi ge nü zi lan qiu dui di gu shi = Woman basketball player no. 5 : the story of a women's basketball team / Tian ma dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, dao yan, Xie Jin.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 01955.
PUBLISHER  Palo Alto, Calif. : Bei Mei du jia zong jing xiao Zhongguo lu xiang dian ying fa xing gong si, [1983]

Record 158 of 326
TITLE  Nü ren de gu shi [videorecording] = A women's story / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Xiao Mao ; dao yan, Peng Xiaolian.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04903.
PUBLISHER  New York, N.Y. : The International Film Circuit, Inc. :
Distributed through WinStar Cinema, [1989?]

Record 159 of 326
TITLE    Nü ren guo de wu ran bao gao [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Qian Gongle, Ye Shisheng ; dao yan, Wang Yan, Yang Lanru.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 01946.
PUBLISHER    [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si, [1990]

Record 160 of 326
TITLE    Nü ren, taxi, nü ren [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04282.
PUBLISHER    Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 161 of 326
TITLE    Nü sha shou [videorecording] / Tianshan dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Jia Ruo, Sheng Manshu ; dao yan, Lei Xianhe.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 03756.
PUBLISHER    Millbrae, Calif. : [distributed by] Nan Hai Co., [199-]

Record 162 of 326
TITLE    Nü shuai nan bing [videorecording] = Female coach & male player / Tianjin dian ying zhi pian chang, Dian ying pin dao jie mu zhong xin she zhi ; bian ju Sun Xiaoqing, Miao Lu ; dao yan Qi Jian.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00670.

Record 163 of 326
TITLE    Nü xing shi jie [videorecording] / Xiao xiang dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Zhao Baohua, Han Zhijun ; dao yan, Dong Kena.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 03752.
PUBLISHER    [Peking : Zhongguo dian ying shu chu shu ru gong si fa xing] ;
Record 164 of 326
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00540 PAL.
PUBLISHER [Xi'an] : Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang lu yin lu xiang chu ban she : Xi'an mei ya ying shi wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si fa xing, [2001]

Record 165 of 326
TITLE  Pa man qing teng de mu wu [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Gu Hua, Chen Dunde ; dao yan Xiang Lin.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00830.

Record 166 of 326
TITLE  Piao liang ma ma [videorecording] = Breaking the silence / Zhujiang dian ying zhi pian gong si, Guangdong san jiu ying ye you xian gong si lian he she zhi ; bian ju, Liu Heng, Sun Zhou, Shao Xiaoli ; dao yan, Sun Zhou.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00374.

Record 167 of 326
TITLE  Ping yuan qiang sheng [videorecording] = The gunshots over the plain / Zhongguo dian ying ji tuan gong si di 2 zhi pian fen gong si she zhi ; bian ju Zou Jingzhi, Zhang Xu ; dao yan He Qun.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00513.
PUBLISHER [Beijing] : Beijing dian shi yi shu zhong xian yin xiang chu ban she ; [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou huan ya yin xiang zhi zuo fa xing you xian gong si jing xiao, [2002]
Record 168 of 326
TITLE  Qi wang [videorecording] / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04238.
PUBLISHER  Los Angeles, Calif. : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si [distributor], [1991]

Record 169 of 326
TITLE  Qin si [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian dao Xiang Lin.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00834.

Record 170 of 326
UNIF.TITLE  Qin song (Motion picture)
TITLE  Jing Ke ci Qin wang qian zhuang [videorecording] = The Emperor's shadow / Da yang ying ye you xian gong si, Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi ; bian ju Lu Wei ; dao yan Zhou Xiaowen.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00820.
PUBLISHER  [Guizhou : Guizhou wen hua yin xiang chu ban she, 2001]

Record 171 of 326
TITLE  Qin song [videorecording] = The Emperor's shadow / Da yang ying ye you xian gong si, Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi ; bian ju Lu Wei ; dao yan Zhou Xiaowen.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00625.

Record 172 of 326
TITLE  Qin song [videorecording] = The Emperor's shadow / Da yang ying ye you xian gong si, Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi ; bian ju Lu Wei ; dao yan Zhou Xiaowen.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00624 PAL.
PUBLISHER  [Shenzhen] : Shenzhen yin xiang gong si ; [Guangdong] : Guangdong
Record 173 of 326
TITLE Qing chun wan sui [videorecording] / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang ; yuan zhu, Wang Meng ; bian ju, Zhang Xian ; dao yan, Huang Shuqin.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04386.
PUBLISHER [Beijing : Zhongguo dian ying shu chu shu ru gong si fa xing] ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [c1988]

Record 174 of 326
TITLE Qing chun zhi ge [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04249.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [1996?]

Record 175 of 326
TITLE Qing gong yuan [videorecording] = Complaints at the Qing court.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 00130.

Record 176 of 326
TITLE Qing hai lang hua [videorecording] / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 03751.
PUBLISHER Beijing : China Film Export & Import Co. ; Millbrae, CA : Nan Hai Co., Inc., [199-?]

Record 177 of 326
TITLE Qing liang si zhong sheng [videorecording] / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang, Xianggang hao cheng ying ye gong si chu pin ; Shanghai ju xing ying ye gong si she zhi.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04265.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 178 of 326
TITLE Qing nian jin xing qu [videorecording] / Xin hua ying ye gong si
Record 179 of 326

TITLE        Qinghong [videorecording] = Shanghai dreams / Xing mei chuan mei, 
Beijing de bo ying shi wen hua chuan bo you xian ze ren gong 
si, Beijing meng zhou wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si lian he 
chu pin ; bian ju, Lao Ni, Wang Xiaoshuai ; dao yan, Wang 
Xiaoshuai.

CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 01222.
PUBLISHER    [Beijing] : Jiu zhou yin xiang chu ban gong si ; [Guangzhou] : 
Zhong kai wen hua, [2005]

Record 180 of 326

TITLE        Qiu Jin [videorecording]

CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 00534.

Record 181 of 326

TITLE        Qiuju da guan si [videorecording] / Yin du ji gou you xian gong 
si, Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing nian dian ying zhi pian 
chang lian he she zhi ; jian zhi Ma Fengguo ; bian ju Liu 
Heng ; dao yan Zhang Yimou.

CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00667.
PUBLISHER    [Guangzhou] : Zhu ying bai tian e yin xiang chu ban she, [1999]

Record 182 of 326

TITLE        Qiuju da guan si [videorecording] = The story of Qiu Ju / 
[produced by] Sil-Metropole Organisation Ltd. & Beijing Film 
Academy The Youth Film Studio ; China Film Co-Production 
Corporation ; co-ordinate producer, Feng Yiting ; directed by 
Zhang Yimou ; original script by Chen Yuanbin ; screenplay by 
Liu Heng.

CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 02478.
Record 183 of 326
TITLE Qiuju da guan si [videorecording] = The story of Qiuju / Yin dui jia gou you xian gong si, Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi ; bian ju Liu Heng ; dao yan Zhang Yimou.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01096.
PUBLISHER [Xianggang] : Mei ya lei she you xian gong si, [1997]

Record 184 of 326
TITLE Que li ren jia [videorecording] = A Confucius family / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Jiao Jian ... [et al.] ; dao yan, Wu Yigong.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04400.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif. : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si] ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 185 of 326
TITLE Quitting [videorecording] / a Sony Pictures Classics release ; Imar Film Co., Ltd. presents a Zhang Yang film ; screenplay by Zhang Yang, Huo Xin ; produced by Peter Loehr ; directed by Zhang Yang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00341.
PUBLISHER Culver City, Calif. : Columbia TriStar Home Video, [2003]

Record 186 of 326
TITLE Ran shao de hun sha [videorecording] / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang ; Tian ma ying ye gong si she zhi.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 03753.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, CA : Nan Hai Co., [199-?]

Record 187 of 326
TITLE Ren dao zhong nian [videorecording] = At middle age.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 00127.
Record 188 of 326
TITLE Ren gui qing [videorecording] = Woman, demon, human / Shanghai Film Studio ; screenplay by Huang Shuqin ; director, Huang Shuqin.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01962.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, c1988.

Record 189 of 326
TITLE Ren sheng [videorecording] / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04235.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Nan Hai Co., [199-?]

Record 190 of 326
TITLE Ren xiao yao [videorecording] = Unknown pleasures / Office Kitano, Lumen Films, E-Pictures present a T-Mark Inc., Hu Tong Communication production in association with Bitters End ; jian zhi Shishan Shangsan, Li Jieming ; dao yan, bian ju Jia Zhangke.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00717.
PUBLISHER New York, NY : New Yorker Video, [2004]

Record 191 of 326
TITLE Ri chu [videorecording] = Sunrise / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01208.

Record 192 of 326
TITLE The road home [videorecording] / Columbia Pictures Film Production Asia presents GuangXi Film Studio ; producer, Zhao Yu ; screenplay writer, Bao Shi ; director, Zhang Yimou.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01721.
PUBLISHER [Culver City, Calif.] : Sony Pictures Classics : Distributed by Columbia TriStar Home Entertainment, [200-]
Record 193 of 326
TITLE   Ruan Lingyu [videorecording] / Wei he dian ying zhi zuo you xian gong si ; dao yan, Guan Jinpeng.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 03236.
PUBLISHER   South San Francisco, CA : Tai Seng Video Marketing, [1992]

Record 194 of 326
TITLE   Ruan Lingyu [videorecording] = Center stage / Wei he dian ying zhi zuo you xian gong si ; bian ju, Qiu Dai Anping ; gu shi, Jiao Xiongping ; dao yan, Guan Jinpeng.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00732.
PUBLISHER   [Xiamen] : Xiamen yin xiang chu ban she ; [Guangzhou] : Guangdong zhong lu yin xiang you xian gong si fa xing, [1998]

Record 195 of 326
TITLE   Ruan Lingyu [videorecording] = Center stage / Wei he dian ying zhi zuo you xian gong si ; bian ju, Qiu Dai Anping ; gu shi, Jiao Xiongping ; dao yan, Guan Jinpeng.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 01092.
PUBLISHER   [Hong Kong] : Huan Ya dian ying fa xing you xian gong si, [1993?]

Record 196 of 326
TITLE   Ruoma de shi qi sui [videorecording] / Qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang, Yunnan Liang Li ying shi wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si ; dao yan Zhang Jiarui ; bian ju Meng Jiazong.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 01226.
PUBLISHER   [Fujian] : Fujian Sheng wen yi yin xiang chu ban she ; [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou wei ya wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si zhi zuo zong jing xiao, [2004]

Record 197 of 326
TITLE   San ge nü ren yi ge meng [videorecording] / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang she zhi ; bian ju, Zhang Xian, Jiang Haiyang ; dao yan ; Jiang Haiyang.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04388.
PUBLISHER   Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [199-]
Record 198 of 326
TITLE        Sanmao cong jun ji [videorecording] = San Mao's army life /
             Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, dao yan, Zhang
             Jianya.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04393.
PUBLISHER    [Beijing : Zhongguo dian ying shu chu shu ru gong si fa xing] ;
             Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 199 of 326
TITLE        Sanxia hao ren [videorecording] / Shang ying ji tuan, Shanghai
             dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi ; dao yan, bian ju Jia
             Zhangke.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 01730.
PUBLISHER    Beijing : Xi he xing hui ; Xianggang : Ying Yi Zhi [distributor],
             [2006]

Record 200 of 326
TITLE        Shan shen [videorecording] = God of the mountain / [co-produced
             by] Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang, Zhongguo dian ying he zuo
             zhi pian gong si, Xianggang Aolisi ying ye you xian gong si.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04244.
PUBLISHER    Los Angeles, Calif. : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji)
             you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian
             gong si [distributor], [199-]

Record 201 of 326
TITLE        Shang yi dang [videorecording] / Fujian dian ying zhi pian
             chang ; bian ju Zhang Xiaolong, Wang Hong ; dao yan He Qun, Liu
             Baolin.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04247.
PUBLISHER    Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si
             [distributor], [1995?]

Record 202 of 326
TITLE        Shao lin si [videorecording] / Zhong yuan dian ying zhi pian gong
             si ; bian ju Xue Hou, Lu Zhaozhang ; dao yan Zhang Xinyan.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01229.
PUBLISHER [Taipei : Hui ju duo mei ti gu fen you xian gong si, 200-?]

Record 203 of 326
TITLE Shao nai nai de shan zi [videorecording] / Hua xin ying ye gong si chu pin ; yuan zhu Wang Erde ; gai bian Sun Jing ; dao yan Li Pingqian.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00616.

Record 204 of 326
TITLE Shao nian fan [videorecording] = Juvenile delinquents / Shenzhen ying ye gong si.

CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04264.
PUBLISHER [Peking] : Zhongguo dian ying shu chu shu ru gong si fa xing ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [1988]

Record 205 of 326
TITLE Shen nü [videorecording] / Lian hua ying ye qong si chu ping ; Shanghai di yi zhi pian chang she zhi ; jian zhi, Luo Mingyou ; bian ju/dao yan, Wu Yonggang = The goddess / Lianhua Film Studios ; production monitor, Luo Mingyou ; director of script writing, Wu Yonggang.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00776 PAL.
PUBLISHER [San Francisco : San Francisco Silent Film Festival], c2003.

Record 206 of 326
TITLE Sheng huo xiu [videorecording] = Life show / Zhongguo dian ying ji tuan gong si, Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Si Wu ; dao yan Huo Jianqi.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01238.

Record 207 of 326
TITLE Shexiangfuren [videorecording] / Zhejiang dian ying zhi pian
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>Song jia huang chao / The Soong sisters</td>
<td>VIDEO DVD 01927</td>
<td>Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, c1991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td>Song of China / Tien luan / Lien hua ying yeh kung ssu</td>
<td>VIDEOTAPE 02493</td>
<td>[Hong Kong] : Mei Ah Entertainment, [2004?]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>Street angel / director, Yuan Muzhi</td>
<td>VIDEOTAPE 00323</td>
<td>San Francisco : China Video Movies Distributing Co., 1983</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>Sun Zhongshan / Zhujiang dian ying zhi pian gong si</td>
<td>VIDEO DVD 00564</td>
<td>[China] : Zhu ying bai tian e yin xiang chu ban she, [1999]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>Suzhou he / Suzhou River</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dream factory present; a Nai An and Philippe Bober production; bian ju, dan yan Lou Ye.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00514.
PUBLISHER [Xianggang] : Run cheng yu le fa xing you xian gong si, [2001]

Record 218 of 326
TITLE Tai hua jiao [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang, Zhejiang dian ying zhi pian chang; bian ju, Li Che; dao yan, Chen Xianyu.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04462.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou Luoshanji you xian gong si fa xing; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [c1991]

Record 219 of 326
TITLE Tai jian mi shi [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang; bian ju Shou Shan, Xu Xiang, An Ping; dao yan Li Wei.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04268.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [c1991]

Record 220 of 326
TITLE Tao hua can lan [videorecording] = Peach blossoming / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang... [et al.]; bian ju, Ding Dang, Fu Huayang; dao yan, Fu Huayang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01099.
PUBLISHER [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou qiao jia ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si : Guangzhou yin xiang chu ban she, [2005]

Record 221 of 326
TITLE Tao li jie [videorecording] / Dian tong gong si zhi pian chang chu pin; bian ju, dao yan Ying Yunwei.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00621.
Record 222 of 326
TITLE Tao li jie [videorecording] = The Plunder of peach and plum /
Dian tong gong si zhi pian chang ; [bian ju, Yuan Muzhi] ; dao yang, Ying Yunwei.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01950.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si, [1988]

Record 223 of 326
TITLE Te qu da gong mei [videorecording] / Zhujiang dian ying zhi pian gong si ; dao yan, Zhang Liang ; bian ju, Wang Jingzhu, Zhang Liang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04390.
PUBLISHER [Beijing, China : Distributed by China Film Export & Import Corp.] ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 224 of 326
TITLE Ti yu huang hou [videorecording] / Lian hua ying ye gong si chu pin ; Shanghai di er zhi pian chang she zhi ; bian ju, dao yan Sun Yu.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00604.

Record 225 of 326
TITLE Tian guo ni zi [videorecording] = The day the sun turned cold /
Dong xi ying ye gong si zhi zuo ; dao yan, jian zhi, bian ju Yan Hao ; ce hua Xu Anhua.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 05296.
PUBLISHER New York : Kino on Video, [1996]

Record 226 of 326
TITLE Tian ruo you qing [videorecording] = A moment of romance / Yi neng ying ye you xian gong si ; Bai jia feng zhi zuo gong si
she zhi; jian zhi, Du Qifeng; bian ju, Ruan Shisheng; dao
yan, Chen Musheng.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00264.
PUBLISHER [Xianggang]: Huan Ya dian ying fa xing you xian gong si fa
xing; Ju xing lu xiang fa xing (Xianggang) you xian gong si,
[199-?]

Record 227 of 326
TITLE Tian xia wu zei [videorecording] = A world without thieves / Hua
yi xiong di tai he ying shi tou zi you xian gong si ... [et
al.] chu pin; bian ju, dao yan Feng Xiaogang.
PUBLISHER [China]: Jiu zhou yin xiang chu ban gong si; [Guangzhou]:
Guangdong Zhong kai wen hua fa zhan you xian gong si zong jing
xiao, [2004]

Record 228 of 326
TITLE Tong zhi [videorecording]: Baobao / Ping min dian ying chu pin;
zhi pian ren, dao yan Han Tao.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 02105 PAL Region 6.
PUBLISHER Beijing: Bei ying lu yin lu xiang gong si chu ban fa xing: Bei
ying tian di wen hua yi shu fa zhan you xian gong si zong jing
xiao, 2005.

Record 229 of 326
TITLE A touch of zen [videorecording] = Xia nü / International film
production; bian dao Hu Jinquan; produced by Wu Taikong.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00777.

Record 230 of 326
TITLE Tu cheng xue zheng [videorecording] / Fujian dian ying zhi pian
chang; Nanjing dian ying zhi pian chang; bian ju Xie
Guangning; dao yan Luo Guanqun.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04246.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif.: Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si
[distributor], [c1991]
Record 231 of 326
TITLE  Wan jia deng huo [videorecording] = Myriads of lights / Kunlun ying ye gu fen you xian gong si ; bian ju, Yang Hansheng, Shen Fu ; dao yan, Shen Fu.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01952.
PUBLISHER  [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying ye gu fen you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [1988]

Record 232 of 326
TITLE  Wan zhong [videorecording] = Evening Bell / Zhongguo ren min jie fang jun ba yi dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04239.
PUBLISHER  Beijing : Zhongguo dian ying shu chu shu ru gong si fa xing ; Millbrae, Calif. : Bei Mei di qu jing xiao chu Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [1988?]

Record 233 of 326
TITLE  Wan zhong yi xin [videorecording] / dao yan Ren Pengnian.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00650.

Record 234 of 326
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01945.
PUBLISHER  [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying ye gu fen you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Bei Mei di qu jing xiao chu Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [1990]

Record 235 of 326
TITLE  Wan zhu [videorecording] = The trouble shooters / Emei dan ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Wang Shuo, Mi Jiashan ; dao yan Mi Jiashan.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00606.
Record 236 of 326
TITLE Wo de 1919 [videorecording] = My 1919 / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang, Dian ying wei xing pin dao jie mu zhi zuo zhong xin, Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi ; bian ju Huang Dan, Tang Louyi ; dao yan Huang Jianzhong.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00550.

Record 237 of 326
TITLE Wo de fu qin mu qin [videorecording] = The road home / Beijing dian ying hua mian ying ye gong si, Guangxi dian ying zhi pian chang lian he she zhi ; jian zhi, Zhang Weiping ; chu pin ren, Zhao Yu ; bian ju, Bao Shi ; dao yan, Zhang Yimou.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00217.

Record 238 of 326
TITLE Wo de xiong di jie mei [videorecording] = Roots and branches / Tianshan dian ying zhi pian chang, Beijing si hai zong heng wen hua fa zhan you xian gong si lian he she zhi ; bian ju, Yu Zhong, Cheng Tong ; dao yan, Yu Zhong.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00505.

Record 239 of 326
TITLE Wo de xiong di jie mei [videorecording] = Roots and branches / Tianshan dian ying zhi pian chang, Beijing si hai zong heng wen hua fa zhan you xian gong si lian he she zhi ; bian ju Cheng Tong, Yu Zhong ; dao yan Yu Zhong.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00563 PAL.
PUBLISHER [Changchun] : Jilin wen hua yin xiang chu ban she ; [Beijing] : Beijing Hua ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si fa xing, [2002]

Record 240 of 326
TITLE Wo he wo di tong xue men [videorecording] = Me and my classmates / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Xie Youchun ; dao yan, Peng Xiaolian.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01958.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Bei Mei di qu jing xiao chu Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [1988]

Record 241 of 326
UNIF.TITLE Wo hu cang long (Motion picture)
TITLE Wo hu cang long [videorecording] = Crouching tiger, hidden dragon / Sony Pictures Classics and Columbia Pictures Film Production Asia present in association with Good Machine International, an Edko Films, Zoom Hunt production in collaboration with China Film Co-Production Corp. and Asian Union Film & Entertainment Ltd. ; produced by Bill Kong, Hsu Li Kong, Ang Lee ; screenplay by Wang Hui Ling, James Schamus and Tsai Kuo Jung ; directed by Ang Lee.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 06803.
PUBLISHER Culver City, Calif. : Columbia TriStar Home Entertainment, [2001]

Record 242 of 326
UNIF.TITLE Wo hu cang long (Motion picture)
TITLE Crouching tiger, hidden dragon [videorecording] / Sony Pictures Classics and Columbia Pictures Film Production Asia present in association with Good Machine International, an Edko Films, Zoom Hunt production in collaboration with China Film Co-Production Corp. and Asian Union Film & Entertainment Ltd. ; produced by Bill Kong, Hsu Li Kong, Ang Lee ; screenplay by Wan Hui Ling, James Schamus and Tsai Kuo Jung ; directed by Ang
Lee.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00247.

Record 243 of 326
TITLE Wo xin bu si [videorecording] / Shanghai dong fang cheng shi ying ye fa zhan you xian gong si, Yunnan min zu dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Liu Xiaoguang ; dao yan Cai Mingjie.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00615.
PUBLISHER [Guiyang] : Guizhou dong fang yin xiang chu ban she, [2000]

Record 244 of 326
TITLE Wo zhe yi bei zi [videorecording] = This life of mine / Wen hua ying pian gong si ; bian ju, Yang Liuqing ; dao yan, Shi Hui.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01951.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si, [1988]

Record 245 of 326
TITLE The world [videorecording] / Office Kitano, Lumen Films and Xstream Pictures president, in association with Bandai Visual ... [et al.], a film by Jia Zhangke ; written and directed by Jia Zhangke.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01098.
PUBLISHER [United States] : Zeitgeist Films, [2005]

Record 246 of 326
TITLE Wu duo jin hua [videorecording] / Changchun dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Ji Kang, Gong Pu ; dao yan, Wang Jiayi.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01953.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [c1991]

Record 247 of 326
TITLE Wu ren he cai [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian
chang, Yan ming guo ji you xian gong si lian he chu pin ; bian ju Wang Shuo, Meng Zhu ; dao yan Xia Gang.

CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00541.

Record 248 of 326
TITLE Wu tai jie mei [videorecording] = Two actresses / Shanghai tian ma dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Lin Gu, Xu Jin, Xie Jin ; dao yan, Xie Jin.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04399.
PUBLISHER [Beijing : Zhongguo dian ying shu chu shu ru gong si fa xing] ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [c1991]

Record 249 of 326
TITLE Wu ya yu ma que [videorecording] = Crows and sparrows / Kunlun ying ye gu fen you xian gong si ; bian ju, Shen Fu ... [et al.] ; ju ben zhi bi, Chen Baichen ; dao yan, Zheng Junli.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01949.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanjili) you xian gong si, [1988]

Record 250 of 326
TITLE Xi ju ming xing [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 03754.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Nan Hai Co., [1996?]

Record 251 of 326
TITLE Xiang [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, dao yan Wang Xiaotang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00828.

Record 252 of 326
TITLE Xiang hun nü [videorecording] = Woman sesame oil maker / Tianjin dian ying zhi pian chang, Changchun dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Xie Fei ; dao yan Xie Fei.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04279.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 253 of 326
TITLE Xiang ji mao yi yang fei [videorecording] = Chicken poets / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang, Xi ying gu fen you xian gong si, Beijing guo song wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si lian he she zhi ; bian ju Liao Yimei ; dao yan Meng Jinghui.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00659 PAL.
PUBLISHER [Jilin] : Jilin wen hua yin xiang chu ban she ; [Beijing] : Hua ren chuan mei fa zhan you xian gong si fa xing, [2002]

Record 254 of 326
TITLE Xiang nü Xiao Xiao [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01116.
PUBLISHER [Peking] : China Film Export & Import ; Hong Kong : Distributed by Solid Video, [1990?]

Record 255 of 326
TITLE Xiang si nü zi ke dian [videorecording] = Forget-me-not Inn / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Ye Dan ; dao yan, Dong Kena.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 01966.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanjii) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Nanhai (Meiguo) you xian gong si, [c1987]

Record 256 of 326
TITLE Xiang si zhai [videorecording] / Shanghai shi yan dian ying gong chang she zhi ; bian ju Lin Puye ; dao yan, Hu Xinling.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00644.
PUBLISHER [Dalian] : Dalian yin xiang chu ban she ; [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou qiao jia ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si zhi zuo zong
jing xiao, [2002]

Record 257 of 326
TITLE Xiao cheng zhi chun [videorecording] / Wen hua ying pian gong si chu pin ; Zhonghua dian gong zhi pian chang she zhi ; bian ju, Li Tianji ; dao yan, Fei Mu.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04272.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 258 of 326
TITLE Xiao shi di nü ren [videorecording] / Fujian dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04281.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 259 of 326
TITLE Xiao xiang ming liu [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04258.
PUBLISHER [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [c1988]

Record 260 of 326
TITLE Xiaohua [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Qianshe ; dao yan, Zhang Zheng.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04250.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [1996?]

Record 261 of 326
TITLE Xiaowu [videorecording] = Xiao Wu / A New Yorker Films release ; Beijing dian ying xue yuan xue sheng zuo ye ; Hu tong zhi zuo, Qiang she xian guang gao lian he chu pin ; jian zhi, Li Jieming, Jia Zhangke ; bian ju, dao yan, Jia Zhangke.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 06606.
Record 262 of 326
TITLE  Xin chao gu niang [videorecording] / Shenzhen ying ye gong si ;
       bian ju, Li Ning ... [et al.] ; dao yan, Liu Guoquan.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04458.
PUBLISHER  [Los Angeles, Calif. : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji)
              you xian gong si] ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian
              gong si, [199-]

Record 263 of 326
TITLE  Xing fu shi guang [videorecording] = Happy time / Guangxi dian
       ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju Gui Zi ; dao yan Zhang Yimou.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 01847.
PUBLISHER  [Guiyang] : Guizhou dong fang yin xiang chu ban she ; [Guangzhou]
           : Guangzhou qiao jia ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si zong
           jing xiao, [200-]

Record 264 of 326
TITLE  Xu Mao he ta de nü er men [videorecording] / Zhongguo ren min jie
       fang jun Ba yi dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Zhou Keqin ;
       Xiao Mu ; dao yan, Li Jun.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04273.
PUBLISHER  Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si ; [Palo Alto,
            Calif. : China Video Movies, c1983]

Record 265 of 326
TITLE  Xuan wo li de ge [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian chang
       ; bian ju Liu Zinong ... [et al.] ; dao yan Liu Zinong, Wu Lan.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00829.
PUBLISHER  [Shenzhen] : Shenzhen yin xiang gong si ; [Guangzhou] : Guangdong
           guo shi wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si fa xing, [2004]

Record 266 of 326
TITLE  Xue se qing chen [videorecording] = Bloody morning / Beijing dian
       ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Li Shaohong, Xiao Mao ; dao yan,
       Li Shaohong.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04286.
PUBLISHER  [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou
           (Luoshanjii) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai
           you xian gong si, [198-?]

Record 267 of 326
TITLE        Ya pian zhan zheng [videorecording] = The Opium War / Emei dian
             ying zhi pian chang, Sichuan "Ya pian zhan zheng" ying shi zhi
             zuo you xian ze ren gong si she zhi ; chu pin ren, Wu Baowen,
             Zhang Wei ; zong jian zhi, Cheng Zhigu ; bian ju, Zhu Sujin ...
             [et al.] ; dao yan, Xie Jin.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00275.
PUBLISHER    Shanghai : Shanghai lu xiang gong si ; Xianggang : Xing bao ji
             tuan you xian gong si [distributor], [199-?]

Record 268 of 326
TITLE        Ya pian zhan zheng [videorecording] = The Opium War / Emei dian
             ying zhi pian chang, Sichuan "Ya pian zhan zheng" ying shi zhi
             zuo you xian ze ren gong si she zhi ; chu pin ren, Wu Baowen,
             Zhang Wei ; zong jian zhi, Cheng Zhigu ; bian ju, Zhu Sujin ...
             [et al.] ; dao yan, Xie Jin.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00311.
PUBLISHER    Shanghai : Shanghai lu xiang gong si : Shanghai xin wen hua guang
             bo dian shi zhi zuo you xian gong si jing xiao, [1998?]

Record 269 of 326
TITLE        Yan yu hong yan [videorecording] = A pinwheel without wind / 
             Shanghai yong le dian ying dian shi (ji tuan) gong si, Taiwan
             xin yu ying shi zhi zuo gong si lian he she zhi ; bian ju Jiang
             Ping, Yang Haiwei, Wu Bing ; dao yan Liu Dekai.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00562.
PUBLISHER    [Guizhou] : Guizhou dong fang yin xiang chu ban she, [2001]

Record 270 of 326
TITLE        Yang guang can lan de ri zi [videorecording] = In the heat of the
             sun / Xie he ying shi gu fen you xian gong si, Xing cheng ying
             shi ye fa zhan you xian gong si lian he chu pin ; Gang long

Ye shan [videorecording] = In the wild mountains / Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang.

Yi dan zhong hun [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian chang, Taiwan xue zhe you xian gong si lian he she zhi chu pin ; bian ju, Wu Nianzhen, Liang Husheng ; dao yan, Cai Yangming, Jing Gang.

Yi ge dou bu neng shao [videorecording] / chu pin ren Zhao Yu ; jian zhi Zhang Weiping ; bian ju Shi Xiangsheng ; dao yan Zhang Yimou ; Guangxi dian ying zhi pian chang, Beijing xin hua mian ying shi fa xing zi xun you xian ze ren gong si lian he she zhi.
Record 280 of 326

TITLE Yi ge mo sheng nü ren de lai xin [videorecording] = Letter from an unknown woman / Bao li hua yi chuan mei wen hua gong si chu pin ; bian ju, dao yan Xu Jinglei.

PUBLISHER [Guangzhou] : Guangzhou qiao jia ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si ; [Guiyang] : Guizhou dong yin xiang chu ban she, [200-]

Record 281 of 326

TITLE Yi jiang chun shui xiang dong liu [videorecording] / Lian hua dian ying zhi pian chang she zhi.


Record 282 of 326

TITLE Yi pan mei you xia wan de qi [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang ; Zhu shi hui she Dongguang Dejian ; dao yan, Zuteng Chunmi, Duan Jishun.

PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si, [1996]

Record 283 of 326

TITLE Yin shi [videorecording] / Zhong shi chuan mei gu fen you xian gong si, Guangdong guo shi wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si, Fujian Sheng dong yu ying shi you xian gong si ; bian ju, Wang Taorui ; dao yan, Huang Jianzhong, Yan Yi.


Record 284 of 326

TITLE Ying jia [videorecording] = Winner / Beijing dian ying zhi pian
Record 285 of 326
TITLE Yu se hu die [videorecording] / Emei dian ying zhi pian chang ;
   bian ju Zhao Danian, Fan Jihua ; dao yan Zhang Fengxiang, Yang
   Gaisen.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00835.
PUBLISHER [Shenzhen] : Shenzhen yin xiang gong si ; [Guangzhou] : Guangdong
   guo shi wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si fa xing, [2004]

Record 286 of 326
TITLE Yu wang shi gan bei [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian
   chang ; bian ju Meng Zhu ; dao yan Xia Gang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00703.
PUBLISHER [Xi'an] : Xi'an dian ying zhi pian chang lu yin lu xiang chu ban
   she : Xi'an mei ya ying shi wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si
   fa xing, [2001]

Record 287 of 326
TITLE Yuan ye [videorecording] = The savage land.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04233.
PUBLISHER Millbrae, Calif. : [distributed by] Nan Hai (U.S.A.) Co. [199-]

Record 288 of 326
TITLE Yue liang wan di xiao sheng [videorecording] / Shanghai dian ying
   zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Jin Haitao ; Fang Yihua ; dao yan, Xu
   Suling.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04406.
PUBLISHER Los Angeles, Calif. : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji)
   you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian
   gong si, [c1991]
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04397.
PUBLISHER    San Francisco, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 290 of 326
TITLE        Za zui zi [videorecording] / Zhongguo er tong dian ying zhi pian chang.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04402.
PUBLISHER    [Beijing : Zhongguo dian ying shu chu shu ru gong si fa xing] ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [c1991]

Record 291 of 326
TITLE        Zhan zheng zi wu xian [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang she zhi ; bian ju, dao yan Feng Xiaoning.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00509.

Record 292 of 326
TITLE        Zhao le [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang, Xianggang wan he ying shi you xian gong si ; dao yan Ning Ying.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04245.
PUBLISHER    Los Angeles, Calif. : Zhongguo dian ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nanhai you xian gong si [distributor], [199-]

Record 293 of 326
TITLE        Zhen qing san ren xing [videorecording] = Touched by love / Shanghai dian ying zhi pian chang ... [et al.] lian he she zhi ; bian ju, Jiang Ping, Hu Hongyi, Zhang Chenyang ; dao yan, Jiang Ping, Liu Xin.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00497 PAL.
Record 294 of 326

TITLE         Zhenzhen di fa wu [videorecording] = Zhenzhen's beauty parlor / 
               Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing nian dian ying zhi pian chang ;
               bian ju, Xia Lan ; dao yan, Xu Tongjun.

CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 01969.

PUBLISHER    [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Bei Mei di qu zong fa xing Zhongguo dian 
               ying jin chu kou (Luoshanji) you xian gong si ; Millbrae, 
               Calif. : Nanhai (Meiguo) you xian gong si, [c1988]

Record 295 of 326

TITLE         Zhongguo ren [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing 
               nian dian ying zhi pian chang, Tianjin dian ying zhi pian chang 
               ; bian ju, Huang Shiying, Jiang Yi ; dao yan, Mu Deyuan.

CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04461.

PUBLISHER    Millbrae, Calif. : Meiguo Nan Hai you xian gong si, [199-]

Record 296 of 326

TITLE         Zhongguo ren [videorecording] / Beijing dian ying xue yuan qing 
               nian dian ying zhi bian chang, Tianjin dian ying zhi bian chang 
               ; bian ju Huang Shiying, Jiang Yi ; dao yan Mu Deyuan.

CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00603.

PUBLISHER    [Guiyang] : Guizhou dong fang yin xiang chu ban she ; [Guangzhou] 
               : Guangzhou qiao jia ren wen hua chuan bo you xian gong si zhi 
               zuo zong jing xiao, [2002]

Record 297 of 326

TITLE         Zhu fu [videorecording] = New year sacrifice.

CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 00128.


Record 298 of 326

TITLE         Zhui sha xing jing [videorecording] = Assassination / Changchun 
               dian ying zhi pian chang ; bian ju, Qiu Dui ; dao yan, Jin Tao.
TITLE        Badboy te gong : for bad boys only [videorecording] / Huan yu yu 
le you xian gong si ; You qing sui yue ying shi ji tuan you 
xian gong si ; bian ju jian zhi, Wen Jun ; dao yan, Ye Weimin.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01846.
PUBLISHER    Xianggang : Huan yu lei she lu ying you xian gong si, 2007.

Record 304 of 326
TITLE        Chongqing sen lin [videorecording] / Hai an gong xian ; Ze dong 
zhi zuo you xian gong si ; bian ju, dao yan Wang Jiawei.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 01723.
PUBLISHER    [Shenzhen] : Shenzhen yin xiang you xian gong si, [2004?]

Record 305 of 326
TITLE        Chongqing sen lin [videorecording] = Chung King express / Jet 
Tone Production Co. Ltd. ; bian ju dao yan, Wang Jiawei.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04901.
PUBLISHER    [Calif.] : Miramax Home Entertainment : Rolling Thunder 
Pictures ; Burbank, Calif. : Distributed by Buena Vista Home 
Video, [1996]

Record 306 of 326
TITLE        Chun guang zha xie [videorecording] / Chun guang ying hua, Rui 
you ying hua she lian he chu pin ; Ze dong dian ying you xian 
gong si zhi zuo ; bian ju, dao yan Wang Jiawei = Happy together 
/ Block 2 Pictures Inc., in association with Prenom H. Co., 
Ltd. [and] Seowoo Film Co., Ltd., presents a Jet Tone 
production ; written and directed by Wong Kar-Wai.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00838.

Record 307 of 326
TITLE        Chun guang zha xie [videorecording] = Happy together / Kino 
International ; chu pin Chun guang ying hua ; lian he chu pin 
Rui you ying hua she (Prenom H. Co., Ltd.) ; zhi zuo Ze dong 
dian ying you xian gong si ; bian ju, dao yan, Wang Jiawei.
CALL NUMBER VIDEOTAPE 04908.
Record 308 of 326
TITLE  Da nei mi tan ling ling fa [videorecording] = Forbidden city
       cop / Yong sheng yu le zhi zuo you xian gong si ; San he dian
       ying zhi zuo ; chu pin ren, Xiang Huaqiang, Cai Songlin ; jian
       zhi, Wang Jing ; bian ju, Zhou Xingchi, Gu Dezhao, Lao Wensheng
       ; dao yan, Zhou Xingchi, Gu Dezhao.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00336.
PUBLISHER  [Xianggang] : Mei ya lei she ying die you xian gong si
           [distributor], [199-?]

Record 309 of 326
TITLE  Da zhi lao [videorecording] = Running on Karma / Yi bai nian dian
       ying you xian gong si chu pin ; Yin he ying xiang (Xianggang)
       you xian gong si zhi zuo ; chu pin ren Xiang Huaqiang, Hou
       Keming ; jian zhi, dao yan Du Qifeng, Wei Jiahui ; bian ju Wei
       Jiahui ... [et al.]
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00545.
PUBLISHER  [Xianggang] : Mei ya yu le : Zhongguo xing [distributor], [2003?]

Record 310 of 326
TITLE  Fang Shiyu [videorecording] = Fong Sai Yuk / A Golden Harvest
       presentation ; Zheng dong zhi zuo you xian gong si ; jian zhi,
       Li Yangzhong ; bian ju, Ji'an, Chen Jianzhong, Cai Kangyong ;
       dao yan, Yuan Kui.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00339.
PUBLISHER  Xianggang : Huan yu lei she lu ying you xian gong si, [200-?]

Record 311 of 326
TITLE  Gu nan gua nü [videorecording] = Needing you / Zhongguo xing ; Yi
       bai nian dian ying you xian gong si ; Yin he ying xiang
       (Xianggang) you xian gong si zhi zuo ; bian ju Wei Jiahui, You
       Naihai ; jian zhi, dao yan Du Qifeng, Wei Jiahui.
CALL NUMBER VIDEO DVD 00733.
PUBLISHER  [Beijing] : Zhongguo lu yin lu xiang chu ban zong she, [2000]

Record 312 of 326
TITLE  Hua tian xi shi [videorecording] = All's well ends well, too / Dong fang dian ying chu pin you xian gong si ; chu pin ren, Huang Kehai, Huang Baiming ; jian zhi, Yu Rentai, Huang Baiming ; bian ju, Huang Baiming ... [et al.] ; dao yan, Gao Zhisen.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00335.
PUBLISHER  [Jiulong?] : Guang shi yu le you xian gong si [distributor], [199-?]

Record 313 of 326
TITLE  Hua yang nian hua [videorecording] = In the mood for love / Chun guang ying hua, Paradis Films lian he chu pin ; Ze dong dian ying you xian gong si zhi zuo ; jian zhi, bian ju, dao yan, Wang Jiawei.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00450.
PUBLISHER  [Xianggang] : Mei ya yu le, [200-]

Record 314 of 326
TITLE  Jia you xi shi [videorecording] = All's well end's well / jian zhi, yuan zhu gu shi Huang Baiming ; bian ju Gu Dezhao, Cai Tingting ; dao yan Gao Zhisen.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00734.

Record 315 of 326
TITLE  Jing wu men [videorecording] = The Chinese connection / Columbia Pictures ; screenplay by Lo Wei ; producer, Raymond Chow ; directed by Lo Wei.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 01230.

Record 316 of 326
TITLE  Jue zhan zi jin zhi dian [videorecording] = The duel / Yong sheng yu le zhi zuo you xian gong si ; Zui jia pai dang you xian gong si ; jian zhi, bian ju, Wang Jing ; dao yan, Liu Weiqiang.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00372.
PUBLISHER  [Xianggang?] : Tai Seng Video Marketing, c2000.
Record 317 of 326
TITLE  Nan ren si shi [videorecording] = July Rhapsody / Xing hao dian ying you xian gong si ; bian ju Anxi ; dao yan Xu Anhua.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00708.
PUBLISHER  Xianggang : Huan yu lei she lu ying you xian gong si, [2001?]

Record 318 of 326
CALL NUMBER  VIDEOTAPE 04922.
PUBLISHER  New York : First Run Features, [199-]

Record 319 of 326
TITLE  She diao ying xiong zhuan zhi dong cheng xi jiu [videorecording] = Dong cheng xi jiu / Ze dong zhi zuo you xian gong si ; Xue zhe you xian gong si ; chu pin ren, Cai Songlin ; jian zhi, Wang Jiawei ; yuan zhu, Jin Yong ; dao yan, Liu Zhenwei.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00274.
PUBLISHER  Xianggang : Mei ya lei she ying die you xian gong si [distributor], [199-?]

Record 320 of 326
TITLE  Suan si cao [videorecording] = Lawyer, lawyer / Tian xia dian ying zhi zuo you xian gong si ; chu pin ren, Li Guoxing ; jian zhi, bian ju, dao yan, Ma Weihao.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 00334.
PUBLISHER  Xianggang : Mei ya lei she ying die you xian gong si [distributor], [199-?]

Record 321 of 326
TITLE  Wu jian dao III [videorecording] : zhong ji wu jian = Infernal affairs III / Huan ya dian ying you xian gong si, Tianjin dian ying zhi pian chang chu pin ; Ji ben ying hua she zhi ; bian ju Mai Zhaohui, Zhuang Wenqiang ; dao yan Liu Weiqiang, Mai Zhaohui.
TITLE        Yu kuai le yu duo luo [videorecording] = Hold you tight / Guan
              Jinpeng gong zuo shi she zhi ; bian ju Wei Shao'en ; dao yan
              Guan Jinpeng.
CALL NUMBER  VIDEO DVD 01090.
PUBLISHER     [Hong Kong] : Mei ya lei she die you xian gong si, [2002?]